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nixdorf: df -h /home and df -i /home im trying to be quite annoying actually even though an ssd takes less time to write
the same amount of data to the same size of partition? or is that not the case? just testing the waters can anyone answer
me? bajaj: seems ok nixdorf: check this bajaj: im giving you some time to answer this question, at least i hope you will
deavid: sorry nixdorf: so it should be fine bajaj: is it enough? bajaj: ok thanks nixdorf: have you tried ssd yet? deavid: An
SSD is instant as it has no moving parts, and a mechanical HDD takes time (beyond the lifetime of the device). The
manufacturer's specs say nothing of how the file system affects the speed. nixdorf: your previous partitions were ext4 i
see thank you nixdorf: can you paste the output of'mount'? just curious actually nixdorf: you should be able to see the disk
sizes in gparted and keep in mind that /home is a new partition what are some really compelling reasons to go for ssd?
deavid: do you know what the life time of an ssd is? no idea, just heard a lot of hype around it let me guess, you guys
wanna
The Impostor Factory is an adventure game with a narrative twist that is categorically out of character. Dr. Watts and Dr.
Rosalyn have an unusual job: They give people ... false memories. And they get paid for it. However, what they do ends
up being much more complicated than that. In their flashbacks, we're dealing with several dozen characters who need to
be given fictional memories. All of the characters have their own story to understand. In this game, not only do you play
the role of Dr. Watts, but you also act as Dr. Rosalyn. This adds to the. fffad4f19a
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